“An outstanding documentary. Arguably the most joyous 30 minutes this year. Put quite simply, Young at Heart makes us feel better about life.”
DAVID GRIFFEN, TV CRITIC
Los Angeles Herald Examiner

“An undeniably stirring documentary. Lou and Reva … live together and tolerate each other’s differences, including aesthetic creeds, and it makes for a poignant and funny film. Their trip arm-in-arm through a museum is a standout!”
KATHERINE DRECKMANN
The Village Voice

“A deeply moving, constantly amusing, thoroughly delightful film about some of the most basic emotions and issues in our lives”
LAWRENCE KASDAN
Director-Writer-Producer
Body Heat, The Big Chill, Grand Canyon

“Inspiring, moving and amusing. While the romance is touching, it’s the vibrant personalities of the two subjects that make the documentary tick. In the 80’s – the decade, that is – there’s far too widespread an illusion that happiness and fulfillment come only with youth. Young at Heart shows how these things are available in the 80’s – the age – as well.”
TERRY ATKINSON, TV CRITIC
Los Angeles Times

“Captures the spirit of two remarkable older Americans whose zest for painting, living and each other is quite simply inspiring. I wish I knew them.”
JEFFREY GABEL
Children’s and Cultural Programming
Public Broadcasting Service
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Together they reaffirm that love and romance can happen at any age.
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“Their love story as rebellious octogenarians is surely the definitive romance of the 80’s.” – PEOPLE MAGAZINE
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